Painting a Beach Chair

with

Textile Colors

Materials:

- Canvas Beach Chair
- Jacquard Textile Colors
  (White, Sky Blue, Yellow Ochre, Brown)
- Disposable palette or paper plates
- 1” brush
- 1” roller
- Sponge

Directions:

1. Remove canvas from the chair and lay flat on a protected surface.
2. On two separate palettes or plates, put a small amount of paint. One palette is for the sky and water colors and the other is for the sand colors.
3. Divide the canvas horizontally into 3 sections. We went about halfway up for the sand, up another 8 inches for the water, and the remainder for the sky. Each section will blend into the other so exact dimensions are not important.
4. Paint the canvas by using loose horizontal strokes. Load the brush or roller by dabbing it a little in the colors you want to use in that area. The water can be painted darker near the “shore” and fade as it moves towards the horizon. You can use a sponge for the sky to simulate clouds.
5. Let dry completely and heat fix.

New Project Book!

“How TO PAINT WITH Jacquard”

20 fabulous projects using Jacquard Textile Colors, Dye-Na-Flow, & Lumiere Metallics. This gorgeous book is loaded with pictures and clear, detailed step by step instructions.

Full Color
8 1/2 x 11, 36 Pages
Item #: 8000106

Textile Colors Exciter Pack

A great way to get started in fabric painting! Includes 9 colors in easy to use squirt bottles.

Best of all it includes a project sheet by well known artist Sherrill Kahn: “Exploring Sherrill Kahn’s Techniques”

Sherrill’s layering techniques create a luminous almost stained glass look that is absolutely gorgeous on fabric.

Item #: JAC9904